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Sara O’Donnell  Adler 
 

Perhaps 

 

the serpent was not cunning 

but concerned that the woman 

grow weary of the garden she was given. 

Perhaps the sensible snake knew 

the longing in her eyes as she traced 

veins of leaves in her hand questioned 

the pulse of sap rising in the trees puzzled 

the mist as it hugged the river at dawn. 

Perhaps the serpent, perceiving possibility, 

placed before her a question, a quiver 

in her mind as she gazed through shadows 

heavy of foliage toward the stars they eclipsed. 

Then, that juicy bite was the opening 

the birthing amazement of what lies outside 

the gates the discovery the movement 

of her body and mind, lungs filled 

with cosmic dust and space. 

The reptilian slither at our feet 

even today as we walk 

in woods near home flushes adrenaline 

into the heart, thrusts us   forward, 

forward to ask—what is this that God weaves 

in the womb? And what of desire? 

 

Pity.  In our undergrowth we remember the story 

wrong. The black racers indigos diamond 

backs and corals who quicken our hearts today 

are not placed in enmity but as twists in our path 

charging us to explore taste palpate difference. 

Unknown fruits still cluster and bloom 

in gardens we inhabit and serpents, 

our companions, hang in hushed 

question marks beside them.    forgive us our dominance. 

forgive us our fear. forgive us our venom. forgive us our forgetting. 
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Gerard Sarnat  
 

Dementia of the Preoccupied AKA Diarrhea of Anne Frank 

 
Jewish Home For The Aged staring us in the puss,  

it’s good to gaze back in ways that look forward… 

Did someone kindly suggest my memory circuits  

were not so much impaired as overflowing their brims 

with all variety of crapola that shoulda just been flushed? 

 

Shrinkologist Kraepelin popularized Dementia Praecox 

to apply to Victorian girls’ ‘n boys’ premature ejaculations 

of madness: Emil woulda shat his shorts if he knew  

that after decades of objective mother-in-law research 

her daughter’s oyoyoy unemployed nebbish of a husband 

 

coined a derivative phrase for when Dementia Postcock’s  

diagnosed in digitally-distracted multi-tasking in-out-in-out  

impotent or impulse-unrestrained loose cannon putzes into  

porn or exercise class partners’’ pants, whose onetime hardcore 

acumen has become soft but useless like one-ply tissue paper. 
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 Bruce J. Berger 
 

Abraham Returning From Egypt 

 

It seemed right to pretend she was my sister. 

All right, to lie and leave her to the pharaoh’s lust, a bargaining 

chip for my safety. 

He took her after we dined, and I could taste her tears. 

I could hear Sarah’s silent plea: Please!  

Abraham, do not force me to submit, do something! 

I lowered my face, pretended to brush dust from my robe, took an-

other sip of wine. 

I could not move, as if the stones above collapsed and pinned me to 

a grave. 

Where was God then?  

Where was He who led us to this narrow place? 

What good was it to save my life?  

My beloved would carry the stranger’s seed. 

I let my head fall, crushed, 

Could hear her cries, and knew that she was raped. 

The servants laughed and joked, 

And when she came out, as the dawn winked, she was not the same, 

would never be again. 

I could not look her in the eyes, but she grabbed me, spun me 

around, spit in my face. 

Only then did I find the way to tell the gloating pharaoh what I 

should have said before. 

Only then could I say that he had taken my wife, against God’s 

laws. 

And the gold chalice that the pharaoh thrust into my hands as quid 

pro quo burned my skin. 

And the jewels he stuffed into my pockets became locusts.  
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Amanda Ballen 
 

American Dream 

 

In 1889,  

my own ancestor 

Bernard Belitzsky 

left his shtetl 

in Poland 

and boarded the  

S.S. Gellert  

to find the New World. 

 

The sea, a desert 

stretched out before him 

as endless parchment.  

Flat, crested, half-swelling 

like the dunes of 

unleavened bread. 

The Jew 

in exile; in exodus. 

 

He had had, once: 

houses of lumber, Yiddishkeit-thick 

and kerosene-lit, in this snow-plagued Europe. 

Meals of pure potato, fluffy and consistent 

as manna. And fish that waited for them 

as salty sacrifices— herring, floating in 

barrels of brine. Women— 

who wrapped themselves in warm shawls 

or stood at stoves, cutting beetroot; koching 

crowing in shiny-eyed conversation.  

The cobbler-cantor and the farmer-philosopher; 
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The shochet-scholar and the pious peddler. 

Unbathed children, sitting hard beside 

books, curly-paged as their payos. 

Always congregating, at market-stalls or 

in synagogue; in streets or klezmer-song.  

All these ecstatic exchanges: living  

and learning; loving and 

laughing, now  

left. 

 

But here, there was no space for whatever Jewish baggage 

on this modern ocean-liner, motoring on.  

He cradled it all in the ghettos 

of memory. And, he could pray. 

For this he needed only himself. 

“Would this be the Zion?” he whispered inside.  

He had heard stories 

of this Golden Land: of oak trees and 

bananas; of elevators and indoor plumbing. 

Perhaps he could start off selling something 

and work his way up? 

 

In these moments, he found the blue 

streaked in sun,  

honey or menorah oil, 

the sky and water as one. 

And, the ship shuckled forward: a flame  

escaping its wick 

to meet what lay  

beyond. 
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 Tali Kuhel 
 

An Eternal Lighthouse 

 

We danced like hymns 

on the tip of a pious tongue. 

Kicking up crumbs and crumpled 

 

notes piled into little banks 

of paper on the beige stone floor  

and leaving trails of unanswered  

 

questions in the wake of our fluttering  

skirts that drew blue lines with every  

grapevine like trails of ink drying  

 

on the back of napkins and legal pads  

ripped unevenly and pushed into little  

crevices on a wall that held us together  

 

until we hardened with time and 

clinging side by side - pumping 

energy with fists repetitively  

 

beating chests that funnel words to  

mouths and oil to wicks 

to warm old stones  

 

so when hands try to tear  

us down - we won’t fall 

until we have nothing left to 

 

pray. 
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Julia Friedman 

 

Apples and Honeycake 
 

My mother sits at the kitchen table,  

her wild curls tucked  

into a knitted beret  

and her chin rests on her collarbone 

glazed with sap  

from the steady rhythmic grates  

of the apple peeler.  

 

This is our first Rosh Hashanah  

living in Israel,  

the first year we see flowered hills 

from the window,  

and the trees dripping shriveled sweet dates  

in mid-September  

are still green with summer.  

 

I assist with tiny licks  

and sticky hands mixing  

the honeycake batter 

sugared with nuts and cinnamon  

and slivers of golden apple  

before the glistening cake bakes,  

billowing over the buttered pan.  

 

My mother slices a remaining apple 

in two segments  

and hands me a thick half, 

seed-filled and drizzled with smooth honey 

dripping delicately down my fingers,  

the scent of warm honeycake  

filling our new home.  
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Beth Mills 
 

Annie Bushel Solow - Elsinore, California,  1961 

 
During her lifetime, my grandmother published over eighty poems in New York 

Yiddish newspapers, including Der Tog, Der Morgen Zhurnal, and Der Fraye 

Arbeter Shtime. After my grandfather died, my parents moved her to Lake  

Elsinore, ninety miles from our home in Los Angeles. 

 

She stands, leaning a little, 

Squinting against the sun. 

A small woman with gray hair,  

cropped short, 

In an old lady’s shapeless dress. 

She is posing for her two sons, 

By a small house in a desert town, 

With a dried up lake and crumbling resorts, 

Where they moved her when Grandpa died. 

In all the pictures, only one smile. 

 

Her bathroom smelled of talcum, 

 mysterious and cool,  

Linen towels, thin on the rack,  

A tub standing on squat legs. 

Chicken and carrots in the kitchen,  

Extra-rich milk and soup to make us strong. 

The grown-ups gathered there, 

In chairs around the table. 

Did they talk about her abandonment? 

 

We played on the road behind the house, 

Where the asphalt softened, 

And the heat rose around us,  

Sat on the porch swing and swung our legs, 

Squinted also into the camera. 

My brother is laughing at me,   

Dead just ten years after. 
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Every month, a visit, 

The families trading off, 

Making the long drive to see her. 

Every week, a letter, 

With a poem in it. 

 

“The nightingale is trilling, 

My child for you! 

Trilling and singing, 

All night through! 

 

The mocking bird is flying, 

Early at dawn, 

Singing good morning, 

To the golden sun…” 

 

At seventeen, I found myself, 

Sitting on her bed, 

While she recited Yevtushenko, 

Her hand pressed against her side, 

Her belly swollen. 

 

Later, they gave away everything,  

Photos, dresses, jewelry,  

Even the papers, 

With the words on them. 

Nothing to remember her by, 

Except the letters, the poetry she sent, 

And the scrapbook she and Grandpa made. 

 

I can see them,  

In the apartment on Clinton Street,  

With the Morning Journal spread out on the table, 

Carefully cutting around the edges, 

Lifting the poem between finger and thumb, 

Pasting it down,   

So painstakingly onto the page. 
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Ken Seide   
 

Because My Marriage Fell Apart During Rosh Hashannah  

 

Because my marriage fell apart during Rosh Hashannah – 
 

two days before the new year started, my wife  

came home late from a date with a man, 

I spent Rosh Hashannah hugging myself in my tallit and asking, 

“Who will stay married, and who will not stay married?,” 

and when the sun finally set and the stars came out 

I turned on her computer and read her emails  

(Was that a sin, the first of the new year?) 

confirming that she had broken a commandment –  

 

I did not have the kavvannah to build a sukkah the next week, until 

my neighbor, who wasn’t Jewish, asked  

from the adjoining yard about the missing hut, and I, 

remembering that a sukkah  

represents the fragility of life 

and, oh, my family’s leaned and sagged and flapped, 

built it a few days late 

trudging alone with concrete blocks and heavy timbers and lattice 

from the garage up the stairs to the small porch outside the dining room, 

built it for the last time 

because that sukkah was made for that porch 

as if it grew there 

and I didn’t take it with me when I moved out 

and never again did that neighbor remind me 

to fulfill a mitzvah. 
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Stephen Bluestone  
 

Jerusalem: A Vision  
     after Blake, on a fantasy of Theodore  

     Herzl’s about the conversion of the Jews  

 

In St. John’s Wood, the children lift their eyes;  

in Richmond, Hammersmith, and Paddington,  

they shine, arise; in Amsterdam and Newport,  

in Nottingham, the sweet babes join in song.  

 

Like flocks of tender angels on the wing,  

they offer sacred hymns; now Warsaw, too,  

and Prague, one great metropolis of gold,  

its alleys washed in blood that loves the world.  

 

“How can this be?” the bitter ancients ask,  

the stiff-necked ones, the final generation,  

who wail and pray outside St. Stephen’s church.  

Too dark, too dark, the Synagogue of Satan!  

 

Among enameled pillars high, the choirs sing,   

in Hampstead and in Hackney, in Islington.  

“Return!” the small ones plead. “Our nation thrives  

in this exchange – our Zion grows in green!”  

 

Take up the Cross, O mournful wanderers!  

O weeping elders! Unhappy patriarchs!  

Your saved and happy cherubim proclaim,  

“Come now – and not next year – to Jerusalem!”  
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Michael H. Levin  
 

Caden’s Farewell 
     Lewinsville Churchyard, November 2010 
 

Digging is hard when one’s two 

and thick-mittened, and wet bitter wind 

plasters leaves on the stones. 

Yet you, down-hooded, seeing sandbox 

in shovels, ran to slide clods  

on his square cherry box. 

 

So I knelt to help you: 

four hands cradling space  

where the pulse slows  

by a shallow hole 

holding a single red 

ceremonial rose. 
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Debora Bacharach 
 

Falling Outside the Normal Moral Constraints 
 

I harvested candles on days that were not Shabbat  

stuck them in flowerbeds, sea muck. 

Dahlias and barnacles glow because of that thought.  

 

I licked art and the scruff of fear's neck. 

I raised my own hackles, painted them green. 

If I raised a ruckus over five red buttons,  

 

it was only because I sliced them off. 

A slice of pie might be nice all things alike, 

a great big slice of blackberry pie 

 

tracked like a bike across my chest 

or a trumpet crackling in the back forty. 

Remember the night I whacked off  

 

Holofernous' crooked head? About those  

moral constraints, I was not drunk; 

I did not fall so much as jump.   
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Carol Barrett 
 

Esther Dreams of Her Mother’s Betrothal 

 

Mother, your life fell off 

like a cliff. Indulge me. 

Did you like his face? 

How long until you cared for him? 

Doubts swarm me like moths, 

so many, so wild -- I reach 

to catch them, but into the wind. 

 

I’ve not seen him. They say 

he sweeps the ground. Perhaps 

the robes weigh him down. 

He’s had a hundred 

wives, mother. Who am I 

to enter chambers, bare 

my self? Oh, that I knew 

if I would please him … 

How does one loosen silk 

without that small assurance? 

 

Did he give you words 

to hold like stars, 

or were the clouds heavy 

as history, did they break 

through? I must know. 

Was there someone else 

who stirred your lips 

to humming? When 

did that face stop 

flashing like a flushed bird? 
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Would you speak of this, 

had you lived, had I asked? 

Or must we carry some still 

torment to the wedding 

bed, never touch 

what might have been? 

 

Would you chasten me, say 

Be grateful for the chance! 

There’s royal blood in this. 

I touch my hips, my wrists 

as if my hands were his. 

Mother, what’s to come of us?  
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Immanuel Suttner  
 

Fragment of Biography 
 

I came naked into this world 

this world came naked into me 

and I dressed it in parents and a home and family 

and I dressed myself in schools and fights and memories 

the first punch in the mouth, the first ejaculation 

nights spent longing for the visitation of a dream woman 

the surge of kindness and desire to heal the other 

the unboundaried altruism of the adolescent 

the terror of the deep 

in an Apartheid era Soweto roadblock 

the longing for form and strength 

the assumption I was without these 

the flight to Israel 

becoming religious, all these I wrapped myself in, 

like a talit at dawn 

cast out from the light the moment “I” was born 

loosing or finding myself in books  

reading through to first light 

to fall asleep and wake at noon 

looking for solid ground to stand on 

wanting to become an Israeli 

hoping it would make a man out of me 

saying the Shema as I went off to the army 

stirred by the idea of some unique destiny 
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Elaine Schwartz 
 

Freylach Shabbat    

 

Shadows honey-gold    mothers daughters  

sisters   circle round and round 

long skirts brush burnished wood       

silken kerchiefs caress crowns of braids                         

                            

Yiddish flows as Grandmothers gossip       

sip cherry wine   feast on honey cake 

poppy seed cookies   plum preserves                     

babies and children asleep in their laps          

 

Tallit fringes sway in warm candlelight             

fathers husbands sons   faces Sabbath bright 

snap their fingers   circle round and round               

while Klezmorim play on and on                         

 

Falling snow graces steamy window panes              

a chorus of wolves howl their own refrain                                    

as torch-lit shadows erupt from the forest 
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Bruce Black  
 

The Gift of Memory 

 

The gift of memory is what 

lets me laugh again with  

my mother as she serves 

bowls of chicken soup and  

matzah balls at our Passover  

seder, and it’s what lets me  

hear my father’s voice and,  

before his, my grandfather’s  

voice, reading the answer to  

the Four Questions from 

our Maxell House haggadah, 

and it’s what lets me feel the 

butterflies in my stomach before 

getting up to recite the Four  

Questions—the Four Kashas, my 

grandfather used to call them. 

The gift of memory is what lets  

me taste my aunt’s brisket again  

and her roast potatoes and stewed  

fruit, and lets me dry dishes in the  

kitchen with Uncle Nate, and hug  

Aunt Sylvia after finishing the seder,  

the taste of compote still on my tongue,  

along with the dry crumbs of the afikomen, 

and it’s what lets me wave goodbye as we  

back out of her driveway after midnight  

beneath a blanket of stars and a full moon  

like the one that guided our ancestors  

across the sea so many years ago. 
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Nancy Smahl-Syrop  
 

Hope 

 

From Schtel to rail bodies brace like trees 

our branches reach toward the heavens. 

In vaporous air we moan 

“Sh’ma” – take us into the light. 

 

There is life amongst frozen logs  

lumped in muddy heaps 

we shovel we cover we whisper 

“Sh’ma” – forgive us, cradle the corpses. 

 

And as witness we toss and turn 

taste morsels, bits fallen between wooden 

slats we sob yet crave for more than what 

is human.   
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Erica Steinweg  
 

Heenayni 

 

I. 

 

Here I am. 

 

Here  

in this body. 

Here  

in this breath— 

an inspiration  

like none before, 

and none that ever will be. 

My feet touch the ground, 

my heart fills, 

and all the while, 

beneath a northern sky,  

soft swirls of wind  

lace through my fingers. 

 

 

II. 

 

Dishes pile precariously in the sink. 

Food scraped into globs— 

no longer tantalizing. 

Find your jammies. 

Brush your teeth.  

Floss. 

The day is at its end. 

Worldly winds have blown,  

tossing me up, down, sideways. 

Then 

in the midst of it all,  

here you are. 

Your touch, gentle on my shoulder, 

as I stand, rubber-gloved-hands 

plunged into hot greasy water. 
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For the edge of an instant, 

my head turns,  

cheek pressed against your chest, 

savoring 

the storm’s eye. 

 

 

III. 

 

Four cups of sifted flour 

heaped on the counter. 

Grandma’s hands hollow out the center.  

A well to hold 

the cold cut butter and cracked egg. 

Then she kneads, 

patiently, 

the way her great grandmothers did, 

coaxing and corraling ingredients 

into smooth sticky dough. 

 

All around her 

we weave through the kitchen. 

I find the rolling pin; 

my daughter, the time-smudged cookie cutters. 

Aunt Lara warms the oven. 

Nieces sort through sprinkles. 

 

Scents of sugar and vanilla, 

almond and milk 

rise in the heating air 

as we, this collection of stories, 

of blood and bones, 

twist-turn through time, 

mingling with ghosts 

and ghosts-to-be. Ancestors  

as well as every one of us 

here 

in the creation 

of each sweet bite. 
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 Jayson Amster  
 

I have a Certificate 

 

I have a certificate 

Signed by the men 

Who bathed my father, 

Dressed him in a shroud without pockets 

For his first appearance, 

Among his ancestors. 
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Bruce Robinson    
 

In Temperate Praise 
                           and here tomorrow morning — Charles Reznikoff 

 

Only we can speak of a beauty 

refined by  

                                                 suffering 

                                                 in those desperate days, my daughter. 

Daily the corpses lay down 

in the street, 

                                                 lying easy now, with enough, 

                                                 for once, 

to eat 

in those desperate days, my daughter. 

                                                 We look for something simple, like a 

                                                 principle 

for explanation.  Very little 

                                                 explains starvation 

                                                 in decent ways, my daughter. 

All are equal when none 

survive; reserve 

                                                 your pity:  

                                                 in those desperate days no one thrived, 

my daughter. 

A wall could be our world, 

                                                 In fact, would be sufficient: 

                                                 gentle smudge  

of lava, shadow of a cloud.  Or that 

sudden clap 

                                                 of hands before we 

                                                 cry out loud 

in desperate praise, my daughter. 
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Jared Chipkin  
 

I Learned of the Sabbath 

 

I learned of the Sabbath 

in Central Park 

when I was 40 

  

The lesson was unexpected 

only three days later for sure 

in the morning 

  

We both welcomed her 

easily 

in big toothy smiles 

We didn't even know it 

  

Hunger is how it felt 

dizzy  

but unalarming 

we would get there 

sure enough 

  

On a grassy mattress 

she exploded 

in lights  

in light's lights 

in my goofy gaze 

  

We talked of lamb 

and of sheep 

I later read of 

woolishness 

and she asked 

about fleece 

  

The pumpkins broke 

between those same 

teeth 

and the meat 
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was as sweet as  

the raisins  

in its backyard 

  

There was something else 

a vegetable  

we both couldn't name 

we left it at that 

and ate 

  

Then came stories 

of exile and 

expatriation 

depression and 

lotteries  

being won 

  

And stories 

of petty poverty 

distrust 

but of finding 

level ground 

again 

  

And stories 

as she burned 

cool as a star 

the black night 

curling 

behind her illumination 

  

And now 

three days later 

but I forget about  

my birthday 

 

She didn't 

I won't 
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 Benjamin Goluboff  
 

In the Hebrew Cemetery of Sheboygan 

 

Mr. Kohler, the plumbing-fixtures magnate, 

bought the land for the congregation 

in the early days of the last century; 

the graves now stand across the road 

from the great resort that 

blesses his name. 

 

There the elite and would-be meet to golf, 

the forces of sales retreat 

to PowerPoint and pork-wrapped dates 

in a suite of conference rooms 

themed Great Lakes: 

Traverse Bay, 

Sister Bay. 

 

But here the Hebrews sleep like corn in rows. 

It is Midwestern August: 

the cricket dithers,  

the cicada cannot come to the point, 

and thunderstorm is latent in the afternoon air. 

This is the celebrated sleep of the just. 

 

These Jews are glacial erratics. 

Latecomers and outliers to the tribe at Milwaukee, 

they came to rest sixty miles north on the littoral moraine. 

They were Litvaks, Belaruskis from Vitebsk and Mir, 

their Europe unimaginable from here and now. 

They came for jobs with Mr. Kohler.  
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Here they labored and prayed, 

suffered exclusion or didn't, 

prospered or not, 

and went to sleep beneath  

this immaculate lawn. 

 

Now only the lawn guys visit the Hebrew cemetery, 

sometimes a stray from the club. 

The synagogues in town were long ago converted, 

and no one has been buried here in thirty years. 

You would think the Jews had given up dying. 

 

As the poets have affirmed  

from other localities, 

the Jews have disappeared from Sheboygan. 

Gone from Redwing and Deer Gaze, 

gone from Kiwanis Park. 

The noble red man is not more scarce 

on this lake shore than the Jews. 

 

Perhaps as with the glacier 

you may infer something of them 

from their absence, 

from what they shaped and touched,  

or from the course of their drift. 

Perhaps a descendent, 

untouched by the history that sleeps here, 

sometimes golfs at Kohler's resort. 
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Ross Weissman  
 

Inheritance 

 

It’s written in B’midbar 

that every man  

    has a name  

for war 
 

facing and hiding 

  mortality. 
 

I told my Rabbi how my dad is obsessed    

    with his genealogy 

My Rabbi told me my dad is contemplating his death 
 

Volv Baer, Elyakim,     Naftali Herzka, 

Yosef Leib, Feige  
 

--the names 

from Rakovec my    Dad  

traced back   
 

it is written:  

everyone lifts a flag with a design  

of the holder and the mark of the tribe and 
 

I lift my pinky when I raise my cup of tea  

outside a coffee shop on rehov Hapelmach; 
 

a bird squirts white liquid in my hair 
 

The waitress hands me a napkin  

and calls it a bunting 

 hovering beside my ear, hoooing so only i can hear 
 

what is your name  

--and before I can answer 
 

you, you, you , it says 

you don’t have a spirit for war. 
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Aaron Fischer  
 

Ink 
 

It was a stupid idea, though not  

my worst:  That would be the swamp cocktail — 

equal parts green chartreuse and Nyquil 

over ice. But this was right up there. 

 

It doesn’t help to say all my friends 

were inked, or that it was my birthday 

and I was standing in the chill foyer 

to middle age. Besides, I didn’t 

 

want a zodiac sign on my biceps or Homer 

and Marge Simpson. I wanted a yellow star 

tattooed on the inside of my wrist, where 

gamines in arthouse flicks dabbed perfume, 

 

a Jewish star, I told the woman at Glenn’s 

Second Skin. “You must be very religious,” 

she said. Shtetl bedbugs. Ghetto lice.  

Accusations of blood libel from Tudor England. 

 

Maria’s grandmother breathing morta Christo — 

Christ killer —when I stayed for dinner.  

That was my religion. I could barely stagger 

under its weight. I was already  

 

marked and needed no star. I wore 

a badge closer to the bone.  
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Yonah Lavery  
 

Instructions for the Banisher 

 

take off your colours 

your black coat 

will warn of your intention 

 

take off your words 

let your distance pronounce 

a reverent alienation 

 

take off your shoes 

for an exile stands 

on sacred ground 
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Hanoch Guy  
 

Jerusalem  1960 

 

Erased by fog. 

Spires ascended. 

As God’s  orphan 

Caught in twisted concrete 

 Between Mamila and Notredam. 

 

Red roofs sink 

into tall grass. 

Mines and barbed wire 

in no man’s land. 

 

A woman hangs her wash 

across the fence 

and an insolent ball 

rolls across the border. 
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Michael Lee Johnson  
 

Jesus Knelt in Grief  

Over the Death of Children  
 

Breaking out of silence, 

Jesus knelt to his knees 

in moist desert sand, 

wrote messages  

with his fingertips 

to children- 

“water is water, toys are toys, 

but by my fingers burn with life, 

although I toil over tombs with grief and tears- 

I am the living and I am the dead. 

I was born to life to bring 

new hope into the death of children. 

I am the messenger of the morning sun 

the prayer book between the morning dew, 

the play fields of your daily adventures. 

When I kneel here again, 

the end will be the end. 

Fire willed into my words. 

Driftwood and sand will turn to stone. 

I drag my fingers across hot sand once more 

morning will come without daybreak. 

Birds will no longer sing, and crickets 

lose their songs.” 
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Chella Courington  
 

Job’s Daughter 

 

I do not skulk from God. 

He has no eye for me 

only for my father—tall and brown  

hands that raise me over his head. 

 

Hurling insults like thunderbolts, God calls 

him harelip, mooncalf. Father hides  

seven days under the bellies of three sheep.  

With a dulled razor, God sheers  

 

their backs slowly before burning them. 

He forces the camel to sit on the cold earth,  

head down, and gives father a white flint knife.  

Slice the thorax, He bellows.  

 

Father turns away—not a butcher.  

The camel lives two hours. My father crawls  

inside the camel’s skin and closes it over him. 

Flesh still warm. 
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 Allison Darcy  
 

Just Outside the Desert 

 

Country made of stone and clean-up crews. 

Country made of dust and animals that by all means 

shouldn’t roar, country made of elements 

the pure way that nothing human can be made of elements, 

country trying to kill me with every step. 

Country of sunburns, heartburns, calve burns, 

of staircases preferable to sand, more unforgiving 

the softer it gets. Country of ambiguous first language, 

of less smiling, meaning more. Of dehydration. 

Of water, water, water, three liters a day minimum; used in ritual, 

rolling down my shoulders like the mountains-really-hills, 

just one more ascension, just one more. 

Of endurance, resilience, loneliness. Country of seas of separation. 

Country of indeterminate temperature. 

Country of illuminated fortresses, of colored sand 

that no beauty queen would put on her lips, 

of tea like flavored water and embers. Country of embers. 

Country of whistling noises in the night. Country 

of appreciation. Country of tent-dwellers in high-rise apartments, 

Americans in tents.   

Country of Someone else’s, 

I want a love that’s not just hospitality. 

Hello, hotel of the million-star sky. 

Hello, life.  
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Shira Hereld  
 

Origin 

 

 I 

My religion having no concept of Sin, 

I create my own 

 

 II 

I have years of practice 

inflicting violence on myself; 

honing my art like a knife 

lonely for fresh skin 

 

 III 

Sin is: vodka, sweat, recycled saliva; 

rough as an old mattress, thin as condoms; 

sometimes silent – sometimes keening – 

a long cold scream passionless as birdsong 

 

 IV 

I heard a snake whisper once 

(in a language sensual, sour) 

the sweetest joy: 

biting into ripe fruit, 

soft and yielding flesh 

 

 V 

Sin has talons longer than lies; 

a shadow huge and smothering, 

patient, inevitable 

 

 VI 

Did I dream the serpent? 

sliding into me with casual determination 

no threats: I was already poisoned 

 

 VII 

God has finally defeated Eve. 

I am afraid of my body. 
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David Greenstone  
 

Moments Before Yizkor 

 

I have always dreaded the High Holidays. 

 

Months of awful anticipation  

culminating in days spent counting the hours  

and changing into dress clothes over and over  

marching to services and then home and then back again 

and the massive 2pm headache from lack of food and caffeine. 

A strange way to begin a new year asking for forgiveness  

and promising yet again to be better. 

 

But for as long as I can remember, I spent these Days with my mother. 

Her stern look to a restless 7 year old that said "sit still and shut it" 

and so many years later, her proud smile to old friends as she intro-

duced me for the millionth time as her grown son David. 

 

She sat next to me at Kol Nidre last year.  

And I will not believe that she prayed any less hard or was any less 

contrite or did one single thing wrong so that she wouldn't have been 

chosen to be inscribed in the Book of Life.  

I don't believe that and I never ever will.  

 

A strange holiday indeed. 

"Awful and full of dread." 

This year almost unbearably so.  
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Maida Roberts 
 

My Mother  

 

My mother died too soon.  

She was the missing chair at the Seder table,  

a face in family photographs,  

the memory of a piano being played  

in the evenings when the house was still.  

 

Not at any time, birthdays, anniversaries,  

or when I became a parent 

did thoughts of my mother resonate in me  

except once, when I watched a friend  

and her mother, huddled in conversation,  

the mother’s face was luminous  

with an emotion I could not name  

and I had to look away  

to be able to breathe.  

 

My mother’s few remaining possessions,  

a Majolica vase, a locket, her piano  

move with me from home to home.  

The piano stands in my living room.  

I am learning to play.  

I was living in a desert and now it’s raining.  
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Jamie Wendt  
 

On the Way to Tekoa 

 

We pull off to the side, 

orange dust clouding under the tires. 

We’ll see if anyone needs a ride, 

the rabbi says to me  

pointing to the people lingering, 

sweating in July heat. 

Two men slide into the back seat: 

one clean shaven holding nothing, 

another wearing tzitzis 

donning three shopping bags 

over his shoulders like purses.  

We skim the checkpoint 

and the rabbi says,  

This is the Wild, Wild West. 

I watch the quiet of the desert expand  

from Bedouin farmland, 

wandering camels and herded sheep 

to gravesites of biblical heroes 

and land marked with wooden signs  

in Arabic, staked into wavering grains.  

I will be as objective as possible,  

I decide.  

The barbed wire appears  

surrounding the Jewish homes 

on the left and we enter 

the settlement, the home, the neighborhood, 

the illegal land, the Jewish holy land, the occupation,  

the shtetl, the place they were born and their ancestors. 
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We deposit our hitchhikers 

with a Shalom, erev tov. 

Shalom, todah raba. 

They squeeze out the back. 

This is a true story.  

We continue on  

past stucco homes, bulletproof doors, 

mothers carrying groceries inside. 

A hopscotch game spreads 

on slanting sidewalk; 

children jump and yell. 
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Devon Balwit  
 

One with Borders Forever Shifting 
     Is a family name a homeland? Yes, that’s the way it is.” 

    Amin Maalouf 

 

I. Patronymic 

 

Fleeing a legacy of slaughter and the everyday  

abrasion of antisemitism, my father’s father traded  

 

one place of exile for another. At the docks, his name  

was un-Jewed, Pelzman to Palmer, the furrier  

 

become the pseudo-pilgrim, disembarking  

from an unholy land waving fronds. 

 

II. Matronymic 

 

Blumberg wed Friedland, two second-generation Ashkenazim, 

a Yiddish doubling promising flowers, peace, a shtetl  

 

beyond mass graves. They named their daughter Hope  

without irony—their yearning for good things unvarnished: 

   

May she be blonde and fair, doctor-bait. 

   

III. Changing It Up 

 

As soon as it could, my first name had to go, Lisa,  

too common, three per class. I never knew when to answer.  

 

Given to extravagances, I called myself Dieffenbachia one summer,  

Fleur-de-Lis another, before finally settling on Celtic tribal.  

 

Birth father long gone, my patronymic followed,  

my middle name pulling a double shift until I wed. 
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IV. Incredulity 

 

Is a family name a homeland? Yes, that’s the way it is, Maalouf intones  

If so, mine’s been balkanized, only my center remaining from inception,  

   

its grit seeding identity’s pearl, an opalescence born of irritation,  

a working of the most risible inheritance into luster.   

  

If a homeland, my name exists on no map I haven’t drawn  

and confers no benefits I haven’t granted. 
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Ray Greenblatt  
 

Our Jews Are Back 

 

No matter what city or town 

tour guides now point out, 

and fresh new signs, 

the Jewish quarter-- 

the ancient synagogue 

with listening niches 

in the wall for the women 

on the other side, 

a gravestone or two 

in Hebrew, whatever could be found, 

a hunk of wall which once 

surrounded the ghetto, 

ironically--but then again, 

isn't this all ironic-- 

where the poorest street was 

the only street the Jews 

were allowed to live on 

is now the hottest 

most upscale avenue in town, 

burnished new plaques 

on Einstein's house or 

Kafka's or Calvino's 

(of course, if you wish, Auschwitz waits 

serenely in balmy summer weather). 

Why, if we put all those 

splintered fragments of 

humanity together 

we'd have an overwhelming 

majority which could have put 

those nasty Nazis to flight 

faster than the blitzkrieg! 
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Michael Getty  
 

Panopticon 
      Sachsenhausen, 2016 

 

You ended me 

with such loving  

attention to detail. 

The slit between the boards, 

was measured down to the millimeter. 

 I know it. 

I can see the carpenter reach for his favorite ruler, 

taking a moment to savor  

its smoothness, 

the permanence of its  

 notches  

 and numbers 

 as he measured out the long pupil 

 that now takes me  

 in perfect longitude,  

exquisitely fitted for the barrel. 

 

Here they are 

the sallow pores of my skin 

 ready for your gaze 

Feast on the sight of my stubbled head, 

  the knobby bone  

  the nape of my neck. 

  is yours.  

 Eat, my master, eat.  

And feed my bones to your pups. 

Let them savor with their soft eyes 

the shine of my femur in the sunlight. 
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Patricia Coleman  
 

Our Shtetl  

 

so that no one willsee us 

them which is us but to  

them is them 

and us 

 

garbage, 

we share 

 

the camouflage of entitlement is the garbage you keep  

notating with discarded boxes of chocolate your possessions 

 

at the same time   

you do not try to impress 

with smooth edges 

a world in which 

we or you, however you prefer, 

live as permanent guest, 

uninvited. 

 

we are, though you will not recognize as I, we 

push to the side the side of the we that we share that there is a you 

upstairs and an us down here. 

 

a question: somewhere on a map that does not exist anymore  

were we like this then? 
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my parents left you 

and used to howl  

it was sad and amusing 

their defiance 

 I stood by (I was just a little brat) 

now they're dead 

and though I never thought they were wrong to leave you behind 

I still do not 

I yearned not for this vision 

a version.  

 

outside a gulf 

Cardboard boxes open and wet 

inside burning blue lights and red dots, a hum of electric here. 

drumming upstairs  

sounds like chicken being pounded or the poor dog's barks I no 

longer hear. 
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Resa Mestel  
 

What Aunt Rifka Saw 

 

we ascend the bush mountain, Har Sinai 

as manna returned to the enlightened 

solicitudes and strength received aloft 

before our bony sojourn to honey 

 

we follow generations of mystics 

burrowing the ancient walls of Safed 

where burnt offerings fell to earth ashen 

 

we float in the ripple of the Prophets 

immersed in the saturated salt sea 

to honor the first through last Commandments 

 

we walk in footsteps of The Matriarchs 

solid, sunken parchment unraveling 

on scrolls, on holy temple floors keeping 

the mosaic martyrs in the fortress 

 

we embrace the brief days of remembrance 

solitary prayers to renew our faith 

kindle candles to find the flames again 

 

we did not save the babies oven sent 

post target practice in their Promised Land 
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Yoni Hammer-Kossoy  
 

Apologetics They Might Say In Two Hundred Years 

 

We have to assume most men  

were busy with some time-bound act  

or another that day  

when the Torah was finally given  

in the hushed tones of a lover, 

the air perfumed with etrog 

black sparks forming new fire. 

 

And if you want to say 

a few were there 

standing somewhere in the back, 

we'd still have to assume 

they were talking sports or stocks 

or not paying attention. 

How else could we understand 

their insistence  

as if waking from a dreamless sleep 

that nothing had changed? 
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Donald Mender  
 

Post-Davidic Update  

 

Hey, Dave,  

the heyday  

of thy upturned psalmistry 

has tanked. 

Its designs now tread 

in rattling Kevlar convoys 

through a downlinked gehenna 

of shadowless valleys. 

 

Of late, Dave, 

phonons from 

thy hopey-changey harping 

zap sonic booms 

downward, 

across the gaping, baked silence 

of some clotted wadi 

with its still-twitching corpses of 

Skorzeny's nooncrawlers. 

 

That harem 

of Rubenesque tzatzkelehs 

has gone all Uzi on thee,  

Dave. 

Tight khaki shorts, 

set against 

those smooth tanned thighs, 

fit for thy pick of  

wrap-around desert sex, 

may pump up  

Israel's Potentate, 

but her square, hair-trigger sinews 

aim to sling thy shot 

at the Philistinian. 
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Oh, and by the way, Dave, 

Absalom's yekke seed, 

like a Seleucid geometer, 

is currently 

etching semiconductors 

and writing code, 

just down the block 

from Dimona, 

harnessing the power 

of Sol 

and J. Robert 

in the event of, say, 

Zyklon blowback. 

 

Thy Tabernacle, 

ever teetering atop the Jebusite mound 

has been through oil-starved 

hell, 

Dave,  

and after 

all that Judaea capta crap 

by whomever, 

the pundits still bray that 

Dave's Digs are up for grabs. 

Hey, man, 

in every generation,  

some schmuck 

tries on another 

three cornered hat. 
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Erika Michael  
 

Some Cursed Calling  

 

You’d weep, my Ernie, as you told the story — 

how the prophet Balaam, stopped dead in his tracks to 

some cursed calling battered his unmoving  ass, 

 

not grasping they’d been stopped beneath 

the sword of Yahweh's angel whom the stubborn beast  

alone was able to perceive. 

 

Why thrash my bones — the donkey cried —  

I’ve always been your faithful ass! 

 

At this the prophet lost it, blazing crimson as  

his cloak which billowed while the ass sank quaking  

to her knees. 

 

He flayed her side so hard she might have died. 

 

Though not a prophet, Ernie, I’ve been blind 

parading to some cursed calling of my own compulsions,  

stung your faithful rump with words. 

 

God knows, you might have died. 

 

But then you’d pin me to the wall with  

reckoning that crushed my bones. I’d writhe until 

a messenger whom you alone could see  

 

did suddenly appear to me and in sagacious 

tones speak sooth: Your splendid lover rescued you from 

old acquired woe — so give this rattled guy a pass. 

 

I found humility and grasped that 

while I’d been your blind Balaam — you always    

have been my wise ass. 
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Daniella Levy 
 

Stardust  

 

sometimes i feel so small 

dwarfed by the universe, 

dimmed in comparison, 

and all the things i've said and done seem like 

stardust 

floating, microscopic, through space 

waiting to be molded into something 

 

but sometimes the triangle 

is the best part of the symphony, 

the single cling that turns 

silence 

into music 

 

i don't have to be the brightest thread in the carpet 

or the sweetest seed in the pomegranate. 

 

sometimes it is enough 

to simply be part of something, 

something magnificent, all-encompassing, 

something far greater 

than i alone 

could ever be 

 

to be a single voice in the millionfold choir 

to be a single leaf turning light into life 

or a single lash protecting the eye from dust, 

or a single sun 

in an endless abyss of stars. 

 

sometimes it is enough 

to simply be a part of 

You 
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Babo Kamel  
 

Statue: Mother and Child 
     after Bezalel Malchi’s sculpture 

  

Dumb eyed, refusing light  

like those awakened from dreaming, 

loved ones back again, 

the bronze woman of my childhood 

library, comes knocking.  

 

I remember her on the stairs 

half –shadowed, behind blue rope 

barring entrance to the second story; 

the way memory lets me go 

only so far, the rest a fiction 

 

I cling to, the way that mother 

still clings to the babe in her arms 

somewhere, somewhere, somewhere  

 

Somewhere in Montreal she must be 

covered with cloth, and decades of dust 

archived, with records, microfiche and photographs 

a thing long forgotten and un-yearned for. 

 

And so she knocks and becomes every refugee,  

throat dry, surrounded by sand, sea or snow 

arms around a child, like a womb 

on the outside, and everywhere walls. 

 

Like the walls of steerage.  My grandmother 

aged 17, sailing into a language unknown, 

home an idea wrapped in a Russian shawl 

and the word pogrom, repeating itself 

like a permanent tattoo on her tongue. 

 

Her name was Fanny 

She read Anna Karenina in Yiddish, 

She never went back. 
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Mantz Yorke  
 

The Survivor 

 

She gets off the bus in Tel Aviv, 

joins the crowd in the rainy street –   

her weekly escape from loneliness  

in a cold, damp shed of a flat,  

once merely a laundry room   

built above an apartment block,  

seventy-eight stairs up. 

 

She meanders along the road, 

looking into windows, waiting 

till the markets begin to close, 

so she can vie with scavengers   

for knocked-down cuts of meat  

and dumped vegetables and fruit  

too bruised for stallholders to sell. 

 

A necklace in a jeweller’s shop  

brims her eyes with memories –  

her mother selling silver and gold  

to pay for food, her father shot,  

and fourteen unhidden relatives  

herded to concentration camps 

simply for being Jews. 

 

Breaking through, the sun lights up  

a spectrum of football shirts hanging  

from a stall, and above the market 

a rainbow’s low flat arc stretches  

three quarters of a century  

from cashed jewellery to crock of gold,  

from barbarity to dismal shed. 
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David Pollard  
 

The Book 

 

neither graven images 

   of any likeness even 

      in heaven 

I only on tablets 

   and in  fire 

      know death 

and your poor fragments 

 

   even the only book I gave and    

 you 

   with breath and fingers 

       gently closed 

 

pray  

   around about as silence floats 

      reaching the still-born 

and the dying 

      who have and need it more 

         and know at last 

  that words 

   lie 

      on their tongues 

and echo in the hollows  

   of creation 
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Daniel Fitzpatrick 
 

The Carpenter 
 

For a second he’d escaped  

the scent of drowning. 

In the first grapes he’d forgotten, 

though only for a moment, 

the smell of cities flooded, 

the bloat and bobbing, the rolling 

gorge of the ravening fins. 

 

None of the nails caught human flesh, 

shed any blood but his, 

but starting when the weather slowed, 

through cracks in the upper pitch 

crept in the rot of sin 

with the fizzing click of the crabs. 

 

And on the mountain, maybe, guilt began, 

burning savor gnawed the sweetness. 

 

He often thought of forgetting, 

and steadily forgetting grew 

and dyed the ivory teeth. 

And Ham, unexpected in the tent, 

saw the salted nakedness 

and watched the empty hammer hand 

beating its barren entreaty. 
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Morry Edwards  
 

The Club 

 

This dream opens in the remote past- 

back in Florida. 

Watching you practice on the 

putting green at The Club. 

The sun is hot and bright 

as some of the players' pants. 

 

Remember, you tried to interest me in golf,  

but I always preferred contact sports 

and the finesse of soccer. 

I never had the patience or intense focus 

for golf- especially after you died. 

 

Suddenly, it is night. 

An eerie glow to a Blood Moon. 

The reddish orb levitates in the Florida sky. 

An alligator-shaped cloud slithers by. 

 

Beauclarc Country Club- 

the exclusively Jewish Social Height, 

the only one where we were accepted. 

Now a Jewish Activity Center. 

Have times changed much? 

 

Walking outside by the Adult Pool 

mooning over my Queen Esther who only dated shgetzim. 

Remembering a cousin's wedding, 

her father ravaged by cancer, 

his skeletal form determined to walk his daughter 

down the aisle. 

My adolescent determination to get drunk at the reception- 

throwing up in that pool. 
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Fonder memories of the juiciest, best-tasting flat burgers  

loaded with tangy, vinegary cole slaw- 

and crinkle-cut, slender fries drenched in ketchup. 

The agony of 30-60 minutes forced 

on land to digest that banquet, otherwise, 

threatened with a vicious cramp. 

 

I wander inside the club, 

the magic of the past, a spotlight 

cast upon the dance floor. 

You and mom gliding gracefully. 

I never saw you enjoy one another. 

It fully opens my heart to take it in. 

Does this mean I will see you soon? 
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Idan Cohen  
 

The Gates of Justice 

 

sitting on a brown bench in this city 

to my right a door over which is writ 

The Gates of Justice 

the skies are cloudy, shifting, alive 

it is quiet. 

An expensive car, black, speeds through the small street. 

It stops before me without a jerk; 

“Are you painting something?” he asks 

(I am writing these sentences) 

“If you are, you  need to pay the city for it!!” 

He laughs. It is some kind of joke, 

a cynical connection. I wish him well 

as he speeds away. It is quiet again 

several birds curve their way above: 

three here, two there, a single hero with wings free 

blazing from horizon to beyond thy sight. 

This is life: I am alive. 

Somewhere other birds are singing; 

a car honking, lights in tall buildings flickering 

binary on and off, teen girls in shorts ride bikes 

to infinity. The Music of the Spheres. 

I shall finish this line, rise, 

and go. And Godbless, and good luck.  

May The Gates of Justice open. 
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Tamar Stern  
 

Two by Two  

 

We’ve been waiting a long time  

for the dove to return  

with the olive branch.  

 

We continue,  

adrift,  

patiently feeding the passengers,  

tracking the schedules of feedings,  

folding the laundry.  

Sometimes this ark  

smells of hamster litter,  

cookie crumbs strewn on the decks.  

It rains day and night.  

 

The boat rocks the menagerie to sleep,  

But you and I lie awake,  

a pair,  

listening to the soft purring  

and nocturnal howls.  

We fit our bodies together  

male to female,  

matching our hands and feet,  

our hearts, our kisses,  

Praying that  

our symmetry will salvage  

Creation.  
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Esther Schnur-Berlot  
   

What’s in a Name   

 

Old folks loved saying Esther my Shvester  

I hated being saddled with an old fashioned name  

Esther Williams had become passé  

and that other Esther,  Estee Lauder  

changed her name to be in Vogue.   

   

As a child I spun about in the Purim-spiel 

wearing a cardboard crayoned crown  

and a queenly crepe paper cape.  

After gorging Hamentash I’d nod off  

to the Rebbe’s sing-songing the Megilla.   

Awakened by wicked Hamen’s name   

wild boos set my noisemaker a twirl. 

   

Leaving Hebrew School days behind 

fabled Queen Esther is seen anew.   

 

Under the tree of life 

animals devoured each other 

The ancient King’s vanity feasted   

on deflowering young virgins 

Esther’s beauty satiated his appetite  

Who she was –    

remained hidden until  

the Queen reveals Hamen’s plot  

to kill her along with her kin.   

 

Thinking of all the other Esther’s charred ashes  

that litter the landscape of Europe 

I now wear that old fashioned name without shame. 
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Dov Weinman  
 

Witness 
     for Elie Wiesel 

 

is it enough 

that his voice came 

from the darkness 

was embedded in it 

like the cold stones 

knocking underfoot 

in the black moments 

before the foreign dawn 

that his name was born from it 

first giving truth to 

what we could not believe 

then naming the darkness 

that we still did not see 

that we called him witness 

and that he traveled 

silently when by himself 

not knowing that he was 

taking us with him 

we can hear them calling 

from just outside the window 

about what has happened to them— 

and after a long pause 

they are calling again 

waking the silent room 

with the sound of a name that 

cannot be owned by anyone 
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Diana Anhalt  
 

My Uncle Abe Remembers his Crossing—1912 

 

We boarded the Zeeland in Antwerp and abandoned 

our ragtag lives in exchange for a vision as slight 

as a shadow, bearing what little was ours— 

barley seeds from the garden in Vilna,  

our family quilt, a bar of soap. I was five.  

 

I carried the name I’d grown into pinned  

to my shirt.  And one pair of shoes. We made 

our way down into steerage while the band 

played Viennese waltzes, and the dandies 

on the upper deck waved hankies and blew kisses 

 

to well-wishers on-shore. Berthed below with strangers 

for more than sixteen days, we exchanged the reek 

of vomit, coal dust lodged in our lungs, for salt-scented  

breeze, sunshine’s shimmer on water, and made 

the lower deck our home.  

 

My father pulled out his harmonica, played a polka or two, 

and first class passengers gazed down from above.  

I let the music send its message to my feet, raised my arms.  

I danced and saw my mother on her knees collecting 

the shower of coins that rained down on me. 
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Eli Steier  
 

 (And You Shall Love) ואהבהת

 

The tzaddik 

watches the basketball game 

yearninglovinghoping 

for  

every  

player  

to  

win 
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